OPRAXE INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS WITH WISDOMFORCE TECHNOLOGIES
Sydney — March 6th, 2008 — Opraxe International, a sales & consulting organisation specialising in defining,
architecting and implementing world class Data Warehousing & Business Intelligence analytical environments,
announced today that it had signed an agreement with WisdomForce Inc., a Washington, US company, to
distribute and support its FastReader™ high performance data movement product in the Asia-Pacific region.
FastReader™ is an ultra-high performance Oracle database extraction and migration tool for use in heterogeneous
database environments. It supports high-speed loading for all the major database platforms, including Netezza,
Sybase, Oracle, IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL and Teradata. FastReader™ also supports
most operating systems and hardware platforms for deployment.
FastReader™ is more than twenty times faster than UTL_FILE or Oracle SQL*Plus spool for full table unload
methods of data extraction. This translates into a huge reduction in latency from source systems to the data
warehouse or operational system end-user. FastReader™’s highly optimised, parallel processing architecture
minimises the CPU load, a real benefit to database administrators managing highly stressed resources as well as
the multiple time constraints and shrinking maintenance/backups windows. It can be applied to data migration,
propagation and archiving tasks, and when combined with its native ‘on-the-fly’ compression and extraction
capability, delivers a significant reduction in network utilisation. FastReader™ also offers a portable data extraction
format that can be loaded to any target environment with ease.
Malcolm Logan, Chief Executive Officer of Opraxe International, commented: “Organisations of all sizes are
prioritising activities around in-depth data analysis to continue the evolution of their business environments.
Significant delays in acquiring data to perform this analysis and the migration processes involved is a main point of
failure in delivering such imperative analysis. The Fastreader™ product is incredibly versatile and extremely quick,
and we see significant business impact and value for our customers in them adopting this leading data movement
solution to remove such obstacles.”
About Opraxe International
OPRAXE INTERNATIONAL is a sales & consulting organisation specialising in defining, architecting and
implementing world class analytical environments through the effective use of Data Warehousing, Business
Intelligence, Business Consulting, Enterprise Analytics and Systems Integration Services. Throughout Australia and
Asia-Pacific, we apply our broad and deep industry knowledge and technology experience to assist clients in
understanding how to extract maximum business value from these environments and ensure continued return and
growth to their business - now and in the future. For more information about Opraxe International, please visit
www.opraxe.com.
About WisdomForce Technologies
WisdomForce solutions make enterprise data universally, and securely up-to-date, accessible, and useful.
WisdomForce Technologies delivers software products that help CIOs of data-intensive businesses and
governmental entities to improve the quality, availability and continuity of the data within their IT systems, leading
to better business decision-making, increased productivity, and an improved bottom line. WisdomForce's highperformance products focus on the database and data warehousing data movement/data integration market.
WisdomForce's customers include Wal-Mart, Coca Cola, Verizon, Motorola, US Department of Labor, Thomson,
VeriSign and Ross Stores. WisdomForce’s leadership in the market is based on customer adoption, innovation,
vision and product superiority in real-world customer situations. WisdomForce is based in Seattle, Washington. For
more information, please visit www.wisdomforce.com

